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ABSTRACT

The main function of a one-stop e-government portal is to provide single access point to various e-government services for its users. It needs an effective architecture for integration and interoperability between a one-stop e-government portal and related e-government services. However, due to heterogeneous e-government service platforms and bad e-government service organization, a one-stop e-government portal may fail to provide its main function effectively. This study proposes an architectural approach to improve integration and interoperability among one-stop e-government portal, e-government applications, and e-government services using a service component architecture. The evaluation shows that the proposed approach could be successfully implemented in a prototype of a one-stop e-government portal.
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INTRODUCTION

The main function of a one-stop e-government portal is to provide or enhance public services or managing government services in a single access point (Novakouski & Lewis, 2012). However, it needs an effective architecture for integration and interoperability between one-stop e-government portal and e-government services. In Malaysian Public Sector ICT Strategic Plan 2016-2020, having integrated digital services is one of the important strategic initiatives to strengthen the one-stop digital services (“The Malaysian Public Sector ICT Strategic Plan 2016 – 2020,” 2016).

Nevertheless, a one-stop e-government portal has been found ineffective in providing single access point e-government services to users due to the following issues:

- Addressing integration and interoperability issues (As’ad, Khazaei, Akhgar, & Alqatawna, 2016; Markande, 2011; Goldkuhl, 2008; Wimmer, 2002)
- Redundancy of services (Cellary & Strykowski, 2009; Tambouris, 2001)
- Determining architectural approach that can be adopted by e-government project (Fishenden & Thompson, 2013; Ahuja & Ahuja, 2008)
- Building trust among department and agencies that provide and share services to each other (UN, 2012)

Therefore, this study proposes an architectural approach to improve integration and interoperability among one-stop e-government portal, e-government applications, and e-government services using a service component architecture. The approach is evaluated using a prototype implementation, expert review, and
portal comparison. It was successfully implemented in a prototype implementation of one-stop e-government portal.

As the proof of concept, this study evaluates the proposed approach by creating the prototype of a one-stop e-government portal and comparing it with MyGovernment portal, the official Malaysian one-stop e-government portal. The comparison aims to investigate the level of integration between a one-stop e-government portal and an existing e-government system in order to provide more benefits to users and e-government providers.

This paper is organized into six sections. Section II presents the related work, followed by Section III elaborates the proposed approach that is the hierarchical architecture for integration and interoperability of a one-stop e-government portal. Section IV reports the prototype evaluation as the proof of concept. Section V provides the discussion and finally the conclusion in Section VI.

Related Works

Malaysia has developed standards, reference model and framework but architecture based initiative was not found which can lead to lack of e-government development although architecture is important initiative especially for one-stop e-government portal development (Fath-Allah, Cheikhi, Al-Qutaish, & Idri, 2014). Therefore, this study proposes a holistic solution to improve e-government integration and interoperability for one-stop e-government portal through e-government architecture approach which fulfil architectural requirements and principles.

E-government architecture identifies the standard, infrastructure components, applications, technologies, business model, and guidelines to facilitates the collaboration between organizations (Ebrahim & Irani, 2005). Thus, the architecture should have integration and interoperability for e-government system collaboration, enterprise workflow for work collaboration and application composition for e-government application development. These three elements provide comprehensive approach to build architectural approach for integration and interoperability of one-stop e-government portal. The main aim is to facilitate integration and interoperability among e-government systems that involve public service collaboration. To fulfil this aim, the solution should overcome interoperability and integration issue and workflow coordination between e-government services.

Distributed architecture using Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is widely used as integration method between e-government system based on Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) (Dutta, Devi, & Arora, 2017; Chaabane, Hadouaj, & Ghédira, 2015; Widodo, Istiyanto, Wardoyo, & Santoso, 2013; Votis, Alexakos, Vassiliadis, & Likothanassis, 2008). Paul (2015) uses Service Component Architecture (SCA) to create composite application for integration with other services using multiple languages, multiple container technologies, and multiple access methods. SCA is one of the integration approaches that can be used by e-government architecture as an alternative for other approaches such as Government Service Bus (GSB) (Widodo et al., 2013; Yan & Guo, 2010) and Government Modelling Language (GML) (Tambouris, Archetypon, & Wimmer, 2004). Widodo et al. (2013) use GSB based on Java Business Integration (JBI) as a middleware which is different from SCA approach.

SCA approach hides middleware approach using a composite application. It provides data access from multiple location and multiple format using SCA components reference and provides an application as a service for any other systems. Thus, SCA simplifies composite application assemblies from integration and interoperability with heterogeneous Application Programming Interface (APIs) and data formats both as service providers and service consumers.
Layered-architecture mostly based on technology stack that has been used in each layer (Lankhorst & Derks, 2007; Salhofer & Ferbas, 2007; Ebrahim & Irani, 2005). For example, Salhofer and Ferbas (2007) propose a three-layer architecture that consists of interface layer, business functional layer, and transaction layer. Layered architecture provides technology flexibility that allows technology changes at any layer. Additionally, layered architecture provides flexibility to choose different technology in each layer. For example, at the process layer developers can choose between Java class or BPEL as the implementation language.

Widodo (2010) proposes layered e-government architecture based on organizational structure organized by e-government providers according to public service administration structure that consists of “national” at the top level, “provinces” at the second level and “district” or “city” at the lowest level. This structure can be adapted in a country to suit specific administration structure. For example, Malaysia’s public administration structure comprises Prime Minister’s Office at the top level and ministries and states at the second level. Each ministry has its own departments. It eases coordination of interoperability from higher province level to its sub-ordinates at a district or a city level.

In an e-government system, workflow is an important feature that should be addressed to ensure a smooth service operation including internal and external processes to support work collaboration among agencies. However, only a few works adapt workflow for e-government processes using different methods such WfMS (Beer, Kunis, & Runger, 2006), Agent-based Workflow (Verginadis, Gouvas, & Mentzas, 2005), and BPEL4WS (De Angelis, 2009; Contenti, Mecella, Terminii, & Baldoni, 2005). SCA supports business process implementation in its component implementation using BPEL, Java or Ruby (Laws, Combellack, Feng, Mahbod, & Nash, 2011). However, there is no work that utilizes this feature to implement business process of an e-government workflow. Hence, it would be more significant to utilize SCA implementation to ease workflow and interoperability with external services.

Based on thorough review of each approach, the study adopts and customises a few approaches that are useful to be adopted for integration and interoperability of one-stop e-government portal. In addition, Widodo’s (2010) organizational structure approach can be adapted to Malaysia’s public administration structure. While, SCA approach is useful for integration and interoperability in heterogeneous service interface between a one-stop e-government portal and its service providers together with an e-government workflow using an enterprise operational process (Gong & Janssen, 2013) which has never been experimented in an e-government architecture.

THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The proposed approach includes One-Stop E-Government Portal (1EGP) that has the main role to provide the interface for end-users to access all services in a single portal. To fulfil this role, there are important functions that need to be considered carefully:

- Provide a one-stop centre to e-government applications for end-users of the portal
- Provide the hosting of an e-government application in the portal
- Integrate all e-government applications or systems across government agencies
- Provide a service management for end-users and portal administrator

Figure 1 depicts the architecture for integration and interoperability of 1EGP, E-Government Application (EGA), and E-Government Services (EGS). The architectural approach has two main characteristics: hierarchical and hybrid architecture.
The hierarchical architecture organizes 1EGP, EGP, and EGS in hierarchical structure according to public administration structure. This is to ease coordination and control among e-government providers.

The hybrid architecture applies fully centralized architecture for one-stop e-government portal. The EGA is distributed architecture to provide EGA to 1EGP. However, it also centralized a-government services under coordination of EGAP. The EGS is distributed architecture at the lowest level to form a hierarchical structure.
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**Figure 1: Integration and interoperability between One-Stop E-Government Portal and e-government**

1EGP provider act as coordinator to hosts all e-government application (EGA) and hosts all EGA in a centralized 1EGP. In Malaysia, Malaysian Administrative Modernisation and Management Planning Unit (MAMPU) is responsible to provide 1EGP. All EGA can be accessed and used by users from 1EGP. All transaction can be done in the 1EGP.

EGAP is all ministry level in public administration structure that act to provide EGA to be hosted in 1EGP. EGA is complete e-government application develop from integration and interoperability with EGS.

EGS is shared e-government services which provided by department level in public administration hierarchy. The department act as E-Government Service Provider (EGSP). EGAP have to coordinate all EGSP based on their role and responsibility to ensure public services in public hierarchical structure can shared and reused by any EGAP to develop EGA. The architectural approach fairly segregated the development, maintenance and work load to distributed e-government application and service providers.

**THE PROTOTYPE AND ITS EVALUATION**

This study verifies an existing one-stop e-government portal of Malaysia, MyGovernment (“MyGOV - The Government of Malaysia’s Official Portal,” n.d.) using functional unit testing known as a black box testing. The testing aims to identify the level of integration between one-stop e-government portal and another e-government system. This work uses the result to compare its integration level with the proposed architectural approach in the aspect of providing more benefits to users and e-government providers.
Figure 2 depicts a scenario where a user accesses the school admission application from MyGovernment portal (http://www.government.gov.my). From the home page of the portal, the user needs to three pages before the portal links to the online e-government application for school admission application:

- https://eprasekolah.moe.gov.my/ for pre-school application or

MyGovernment portal uses Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) hyperlink to connect to the Website.

Figure 3 depicts a scenario where user accesses three e-government applications from the one-stop e-government (1EGP) prototype. It shows that the user can access multiple e-government application (EGA) from the Homepage of the portal. Form the user’s view, the application is a single system but it actually external EGA provided by E-Government Application Provider (EGAP).
In contrast, MyGovernment portal links to different EGA in different Website. However, the user does not know how the e-government application can be accessed from the portal. On the other hand, MyGovernment portal clearly opens different e-government application using HTTP link. At the back-end the 1EGP prototype it has integration and interoperability with EGA.

An e-government application is a different system provided by the e-government application provider (EGAP) that are hosted as a remote portlet in the one-stop e-government portal. The integration between the portal and an e-government service provider uses Web Service for Remote Portlet (WSRP). The integration provides technical interoperability between 1EGP and EGA because it uses open standard WSRP 2.0 specification. EGA is a composite application that is constructed from the composition of e-government services (EGS).

The integration between EGA and EGS uses reference through Web service JavaScript Object Notation-Remote Procedure Call (JSON-RPC) and Remote Method Invocation (RMI). The implementation of the e-government application uses Java implementation that can interoperate with external services through references. The separation of composite application and reference provides organization interoperable between EGA and EGS.
Table 1 presents the comparison between MyGovernment portal and the prototype of one-stop e-government portal using the proposed architecture. MyGovernment is different from the prototype in a number of aspects.

Table 1: Comparison between MyGovernment portal and the prototype of one-stop e-government portal using the proposed architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compared Item</th>
<th>MyGovernment</th>
<th>One-Stop E-Government Portal Prototype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User access method</td>
<td>Hyperlink</td>
<td>Plug-in e-government application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration method to e-government services</td>
<td>HTTP Hyperlink</td>
<td>Web Service Remote Portlet (WSRP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MyGovernment portal uses hyperlink to connect user to the e-government services using Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) hyperlink as integration method. By contrast, the prototype is plug-in e-government application using Web Service Remote Portlet (WSRP). On the aspect, MyGovernment portal’s user have to start and finish a transaction in e-government services in different Web application site. In contrast, the prototype user can start and finish any e-government application in the portal without leaving the portal to other Web application site. It is clear that, the prototype delivers more benefit to user which can provide user to open and complete any e-government application transaction in the same portal using WSRP as plug-in e-government application.

The prototype using the proposed approach provides a single access point as compared to MyGovernment portal in which users can find, access and complete e-government service from a single portal. The implementation shows that the prototype has successfully being evaluated as the proof of concept for the proposed e-government integration and interoperability architecture.

**Discussion**

The verification of the proposed architectural approach is based on the development of a prototype for the integration of a one-stop e-government portal, e-government applications, and e-government services. It demonstrates the integration and interoperability of a one-stop e-government portal based on the proposed architectural approach in a prototype development that is based-on a real scenario. The scenario is the implementation of the prototype for an Online School Admission Application System. The prototype development provides detail development method based on the hierarchical e-government architecture as an example of implementation. It provides guideline and example for the real development or experiment for different architectural approach and newer or enhanced technique. The implementation suggests restructuring three main components of e-government in hierarchical structure to ease to control the roles of e-government providers and their responsibilities according to public administration structure.

The implementation compares the one-stop e-government portal prototype versus MyGovernment, Malaysia’s one-stop e-government portal. The comparison is conducted in similar usage scenario, an application of school admission through both portals. The study evaluates both portals and use the portals to access school admission application and assess how both portals provide the application. The results show that the prototype provides better service provision to access and complete application transaction through one access point. In contrast, MyGovernment portal only provides hyperlink to direct users to different e-government application systems.

Compared to other architecture, our study develops the architectural approach based on architectural principles that address three main problems related to one-stop e-government portal integration and interoperability, architectural structure, service sharing and reuse. Other works are more focussed on Reference Architecture for Government Data Interoperability (Cenci, Fillottrani, & Ardenghi, 2017), Enterprise Architecture for e-Government (Agarwal, Thakur, & Chauhan, 2017), Cloud Service Architecture (Aubakirov & Nikulchev, 2016; Mosa, El-Bakry, El-Razek, & Hasan, 2016) middleware for integration (Chaabane et al., 2015), and SOA e-government for cross-border information sharing (Paul, 2015; Paul & Paul, 2014). The architectural principles provide the guidelines to ensure the architecture fulfils the main role of a one-stop e-government portal.
CONCLUSION

The study contributes to the integration and interoperability for a one-stop e-government portal using hierarchical architecture. In order to provide an effective one-stop e-government portal, it requires effective integration and interoperability of one-stop e-government portal, e-government application providers by using an architectural approach based on public administration organizational structure. The architectural approach provides clear organizational structure of e-government components and elements and the relationships. Thus, it eases the control of e-government providers based on their roles as defined in the organization structure.

The implementation in this study is limited to a small prototype of a one-stop e-government portal. Although the result is based on a small implementation, it suggests the possibility for various integration platforms and scenarios between e-government applications and service providers. Thus, it could lead to more possibilities in solving related integration and interoperability issues in future work.
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